VACUUM TECHNOLOGIES NEEDED
FOR 3D DEVICE PROCESSING
Future ICs will use more 3D device structures such as finFETs and gate-all-around
(GAA) transistors, and so vacuum deposition processes are needed that can
produce conformal films on the tops, bottoms, and side-walls of features. New
materials are needed as the commercial IC fabrication industry pushes the limits of
device miniaturization, while industry consolidation drives the remaining players
to use proprietary materials.

Even lithography needs more vacuum processing when double-, triple-, and
quadruple-patterning schemes need sidewall spacer and sacrificial hard-mask
depositions. Materials deposited in these process steps may not remain on the final
chip, but they are nonetheless essential in sub-22nm node process flows.

All of this leads to a need for an unprecedented number of new chemical
precursors for vacuum depositions to be simultaneously ramped into high-volume
manufacturing (HVM) in fabs worldwide.

“If you’re trying to deposit a metal nitride, for example, four different fabs may
use four different precursors sets,” explained Kate Wilson, global applications
director, Edwards Vacuum Ltd. in an exclusive interview with the Show Daily.

“With conformal processes, such as those used for finFETs, there are a broad range
of processes needed,” continued Wilson. “The solutions are diverging. For
example, even if you’re depositing silicon the number of precursors in use has
probably tripled in the last three years. We’re getting gas lists from end-users with
practically every metal precursor possible, and if we ask which ones will be used
we’re told that all of them may be in use.”

Each molecular precursor has unique properties in terms of thermal stability,
tendency to polymerize, reactivity with oxygen, toxicity to humans, and tendency
to coat different material surfaces. So each molecular precursor calls for different
solutions in vacuum processing and effluent abatement. However, the same
precursor may be managed slightly differently by different fabs in HVM.

Special Vacuum Challenges with ALD
Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) can be considered as a special sub-set of
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), where the chemical precursors are alternately
pulsed into the vacuum chamber.

The first ALD gas pulse coats device features with a single layer of molecules,
then the second precursor pulse reacts with the molecules to leave behind a single
layer of atoms.

ALD precursors are somewhat magical molecules in terms of their properties.
They must completely coat the desired wafer surfaces, yet neither decompose nor
polymerize before reaching the wafer. They must remain completely stable until
reaching the wafer surface, and then completely react to leave behind just the
atoms of choice. One common property of the precursors molecules that include
the atoms of choice: to ensure near perfect atomic coverage across 300mm
diameter wafers they tend to stick to most other surfaces too.

ALD processing is a broad topic, with known variations for oxides, nitrides,
metals, and rare-earth elements. There are also variations between thermallyactivated and plasma-enhanced processes, but ALD generally occurs in two
different tools types: tube furnaces for batch processing, and single-wafer
chambers. Tube furnace have large internal volumes, and the alternating pulses of
precursors occur on a time-scale of minutes such that only one of the two
precursors flows through the tool at any given time.

However, single-wafer ALD tools have small internal volumes and precursor
pulses occurring on a time-scale of mere seconds, such that the best process results
derive from continuous flows of both precursors through the tool. Gas control
manifolds are setup using high-speed valves to divert flows to either the vacuum
chamber or directly to the exhaust stream. For such processes, half the precursors
are shunted past the deposition chamber directly to the exhaust, and the vacuum
pump and abatement system must handle not just process effluent but high flows of
unreacted precursors that tend to stick to any surface.

“You have to consider dilution levels and side-reactions,” cautioned Wilson.
“Working with the OEM and the end-users as they fine-tune these processes is key
to success.”

For some ALD process there are conflicting challenges in configuring a vacuum
solution, such as one using a MOCVD precursors and a chloride precursor. For the
MOCVD molecule the general approach would be to lower temperatures to prevent
decomposition, while for the chloride molecule it would be best to use high
temperatures to prevent condensation. Some molecules polymerize more at higher
temperatures, while condensing more at lower temperatures, so a strategic trade-off
must be made.

“Chlorine-based precursors, for example, are quite challenging to abate without
creating toxic by-products,” explained Wilson. “Most of the things we abate
become a powder, so we have to deal with that powder to ensure that we don’t clog
the system.”

When ALD and conformal CVD processes are used to form 3D structures in future
sub-22nm node ICs, there will be different thicknesses for the final films and
different precursors used in leading HVM lines. Consequently, any standardization
in vacuum technology seems impossible, and a lot of customization using proven
sub-systems will be essential for each end-user.

Vacuum and abatement customization
Different fabs rely upon different overall vacuum strategies. In some cases there
may be a trade-off between capital costs and labor costs. In some situations the
solution may require abatement of just perfluorocarbons (PFCs), or may also
require the abatement of toxics. From fine-tuning of internal temperatures, to
modification of purge cycles, vacuum system suppliers must work closely with
OEMs and end-users to ensure that everything has been configured to work
reliability in the final system. Edward Vacuum starts by creating a basic reference
standard hardware-package that’s flexible enough to work in general, and then
tailors it to fit each individual situation.

“The OEM involvement is becoming more key,” confided Wilson. “The
differentiation of the process is more critical, and we’re very involved with the
OEM in providing a complete solution. We can’t test everything fully at the OEM,
but we establish performance benchmarks that carry on to the end-user.”

Since low cost-of-ownership is always desired, coordination with the OEM allows
vacuum technologists to keep hardware and dilutants gas costs constrained by not
over-designing the system.

If the end-user works on an R&D line or with a tool that has to process multiple IC
types, precursors in use may change from lot to lot or from day to day. ALD/CVD
vacuum tools and abatement technologies must then be flexible enough to safely
and reliably deal with a wide variety of precursors. With new materials in use, not
just deposition tools but tools for etch and strip likewise need to be flexible enough
to properly handle a wider variety of effluents than ever before.

A Temperature Management System (TMS) on the foreline trap can be setup to
take feed-forward information from the OEM tool, allowing for automated
adjustment to different pre-set modes appropriate for different precursors.

“We try not to use traps whenever possible, because it introduces another potential
failure point and inevitable maintenance, but occasionally it’s unavoidable,”
elaborated Wilson.

Specifications from end-users for reliability and uptime only become more
challenging in leading IC fabs. Consequently, Edwards Vacuum claims to have
doubled the process flow capability of its vacuum systems, while increasing the
mean time between service (MTBS) from six weeks to six months. It takes vacuum
systems suppliers and OEMs and end-users working together to optimize the safe
and reliable use of ALD and CVD processes needed to form the 3D IC devices of
the near future.

Fig. 1: Pulsed precursors in a vacuum system.

Fig. 2: Minimizing deposition in the tool.
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